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WHY YOU CAN’T
MISS THIS YEAR’S
ACCELERATE
The Evolution
of the Fabric

What It Means
to “Transform”

Learn how we’ve evolved the Fortinet
Security Fabric to deliver the industry’s
only true end-to-end security platform
that integrates advanced technologies
like IoT, OT, the cloud, and the network.

Discover how security transformation
is now critical to enabling business
acceleration in the digital era.

SD-WAN to Win

Machine Learning and AI

Understand why Fortinet’s SD-WAN
was so highly recommended by NSS
Labs, how it’s the only SD-WAN
solution with built-in security, and is
a top performer as branch networks
see increasing volumes of cloud, VoIP,
and video traffic.

Learn why there’s lots of talk but little
delivery on AI and machine learning, and
how Fortinet, which has been developing
AI/ML-enabled threat intelligence for
years, is making it a reality—giving
customers a critical edge in the battle
against the unknown.

Connect to the Cloud
Find out how Fortinet is leading
advancements in cloud connectors
that enable true multi-cloud
environments across public, private,
SaaS, and hybrid cloud computing
that drive incredible performance
advantages while decreasing TCO.

Automation: Speed
Plus Efficiency
Realize how Fortinet can enable you
to do more with less while getting
faster and better at protection
by automating tasks and threatintelligence sharing.

Analytics for
Security Navigation

Securing Critical
Infrastructure

Discover how you can track and
manage your risk posture in real
time using built-in platform controls
based on compliance regulations
and security standards.

Learn how OT and IT security are
merging to battle common enemies
and how OT can deploy security
strategies that truly ready the
infrastructure.

50+ transformative
sessions

Fortinet’s technology
roadmaps

You’ll learn how to use Fortinet
solutions to secure the network, the
cloud, and the endpoint.

You’ll discover how Fortinet’s industryleading innovations will ensure your
investments will continue to be the most
effective on the market.

Free NSE exam

More is more when it
comes to our Tech Expo

You’ll receive an NSE exam voucher to
use during the conference. Choose any
exam from NSE 4 to NSE 7 including the
new NSE 7 Solution Architecture exams:
Enterprise Firewall Security, Advanced
Threat Protection, Secure Access
Architectures, Cloud Security.

LESS DOUGH
FOR MORE INFO
Reduced registration rates and
more knowledge than ever before!
Reach out to your account
executive to purchase tickets now!
For more information, go to
FortinetAccelerate.com

You’ll interact with a Tech Expo
that’s bigger and includes more
technologies from our partner
ecosystem than ever before.

Take Control of IoT
Get visibility into your entire portfolio
of ever-proliferating IoT devices and
institute the network access controls
needed to protect these difficult-toprotect devices.

In-depth NSE training
You’ll have the opportunity to get
hands on with key Fortinet products
in preconference workshops. This
year we’ve expanded it to two days!

Star Wars
You read that right! You’ll join us
for our Epcot Experience Event
where you’ll experience the fun
and excitement of Star Wars
through immersive décor, character
interactions, and iconic music—
Cosplay anyone?

Single Registration

Single Registration

Single Registration

No Hotel

w/3 Nights at Swan and
Dolphin Hotel*

w/3 Nights at Disney
Coronado*

$995.00

$1,999.00

$1,699.00

*Nights of April 8, April 9, and April 10 ONLY

BUY 4
GET 1
FREE!

